
NB : Remember to be a good kid this year. And don't forget the milk and cookies for Christmas Eve.
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         After years of hard work during the winter period, I'm not going to ask you for gifts.

Instead, I will offer you the opportunity to Earn Infinite Rewards during Christmas. For

you and your loved ones. Before entering the magic of Christmas, let me show you the

table of contents of this exciting story :
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5.
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7.
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Dear Crazy Santa aka "$XMAS"



Introducing Crazy Santa

Crazy Santa is the first token dedicated to the Christmas season. With Crazy Santa, let

yourself be immersed in a sweet atmosphere of snow, reindeer and tempting prizes.

During the whole Christmas period, you can follow Crazy Santa's adventures on our

different social networks and keep yourself informed of the different surprises we have

in store for you.

Let the magic of Christmas enter the Binance Smart Chain!

 

Crazy Santa's Vision

- Santa is a very generous person, and after this difficult year, he wants to make sure

that everyone gets as many gifts as possible during the Christmas season. For this

particular year, and with his $XMAS token, Crazy Santa intends to give away great

prizes to his community, including lottery prizes of 10,000 BUSD and NFT giveaways

throughout the month of December.

- Also, thanks to its deflationary token, Crazy Santa will redistribute 5% of the

transaction fees to WWF, an environmental NGO, the well-being of reindeer being

extremely important to Santa.

- But he doesn't want to stop there: for Crazy Santa, the Christmas atmosphere is

everything. His greatest gift would be to create a tight-knit community around this

beautiful atmosphere, with the willingness to give back to the participants value, no

matter how much money they have in their wallets.

 



$XMAS, a special memecoin

It is very important for us to have a theme for our project, so we chose the spirit of

Christmas to illustrate it, with different surprises throughout the month of December.

Moreover, our main idea is to make the $XMAS token accessible to as many people as

possible, and to explain simply what the mechanisms used are in a playful and efficient

way for our community. 

We decided to create our token on the basis of a "memecoin", which allows us to

create a solid and very active community on the networks, but also to federate around

an entertaining theme that will remind everyone of beautiful memories.

Our project fits perfectly with the Christmas theme and we plan to do different

activities throughout the month of December to entertain our community.

 

Why use the Binance Smart Chain ? 

On the one hand, we thought about the different Layer 1 blockchains and our choice

fell on the Binance Smart Chain, which seems to be the most logical blockchain for our

project. Indeed, the Ethereum blockchain is congested and the network usage fees are

extremely high, which may prevent users with little capital from using this network. 

On the other hand, the Binance Smart Chain is extremely accessible to all users, with

low user fees (minimal compared to the Ethereum network) and different tools that

allow users to access our ecosystem very quickly.

 



Tokenomics
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Roadmap

 phase 1:
Idea of the project

 

 phase 2:
Visual Identity Creation dApp 

Social Media
 

 phase 3:
$XMAS launch

Listing CoinMarketCap
Listing CoinGecko

 

 phase 4:
Audit of Smart Contracts

Burning Phase
Crazy Santa Verse

 

 phase 5:
Lottery for holders

Launching Crazy Santa NFT
Charitable Donation 

 



Environmental Initiative (5% of the fees will be donated to Greenpeace)

Massive Burn (30% of the fees will be burned)

Rewards Vault (25% of the fees will be rewarded in the vault)

Lottery of 10,000 BUSD 24th December (100$ for 100 holders)

Crazy Santa's Verse in partnership with Decentraland

Exponential burn : each days, burn system will increase

Weekly Giveaways for our most precious holders

 

Crazy Santa's missions

Sponsorship
Throughout the month of December, you will have the opportunity to invite your friends

to participate in Crazy Santa, and maximize your winnings with them.

10,000 BUSD will be put at stake for the best sponsors.

The point system is simple, each time you invite someone to participate in Crazy Santa

and that person places their $XMAS in the Vault, then you earn the number of points

equivalent to the amount your affiliate placed in the Vault. 

This system is cumulative, which means that the more affiliates you have who put their

$XMAS in the vault, the more points you earn.

At the end of the referral system, you will earn an amount in BUSD calculated with the

following formula:

Amount = Total points earned / Total points x 10,000 BUSD

In this way, we want to encourage everyone to participate in the Vault, which will also

allow you to earn a percentage of your $XMAS. So you're a double winner with Crazy

Santa!

 


